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Executive Vice-President's Report
I had a unique opportunity in
late June, at the request of Jim
Governor
of
Geringer,
Wyoming—to attend the
Governor's tour of a project in
Wyoming called "Seeking
Common Ground: Wildlife and
Livestock
on
Western
Rangelands".

The concept of Seeking

Common Ground grew out of a
national symposium held in Reno, Nevada in 1992 to
explore big game and livestock conflicts and opportunities.
Seeking Common Ground was the name given to a group
that formed (they eschew calling themselves a committee)
following the symposium. Their objective was to provide
visibility, encouragement and resources where possible to
implement on-the-ground improvementsto realize some of
the concepts from the symposium that would benefit both
big game and livestockand, soon thereafter, broadenedthe
concept to include all wildlife. States with on-going projects
from across the west were invited to participate in a competitive process that ultimately identified 11 projects that
were designated as part of the Seeking Common Ground
effort. The Upper Muddy Creek/Red Rim Coordinated
Resource Management (CRM) project south of Rawlins,
Wyoming was one of those 11.
The Upper Muddy was an up-and-running CRM effort
before being identified and designated a Seeking Common
Ground project. It would probably be incorrect to say that all
of the accomplishment were due to receiving Seeking
Common Ground designation; however, the designation
and resources it generated certainly contributed to those
accomplishments.One of the participantsin the CAM effort
remarked about the importance of "early successes" in providing momentum to the Upper Muddy efforts. The truth in
this observation is reinforced by an old story about the
young enlisted man who ask the distinguished military officer, with his chest covered with medals, what he did to
receive all of his medals. Theofficer replied" I receivedthis
first medal for unusual valoron the battlefield, I received all
of the others because of the first one".
Tangible accomplishment—success—tendsto garner furthersuccess. There are certainly plenty of accomplishment
to go around on the Upper Muddy for which all of the CAM
participants and Seeking Common Ground can take credit,
individuallyand collectively. This is an outstandingexample
of CRM in action. As you might guess, a lot of people have
been involved: Little Snake River Conservation District,
Bureau of Land Management-GreatDivide ResourceArea,

Wyoming Department of Agriculture, Wyoming Game and
Fish Department, Project Area Ranchers and the Muddy
Creek CAM Executive Group (which represents numerous
public, non profit and for profit organizations).
The Upper Muddy Creek Watershed is a head-waters
basin of the Colorado River Watershed in Carbon County
Wyoming, encompassing more than 290,000 acres with
over 70 miles of perennial streams. Elevations in the watershed range from 8,400 feet above sea level on the continental divide to 6,000 feet in the Red Desert. Precipitation
varies from 20 inches at higher elevationsto 7 inches at the
lower elevations. The range had been badly overgrazedby
both sheep and cattle in the open-range era that extended
through the early 1900s. The project was launched in 1991
with the objective of demonstrating that it was possible to
keep the cows and have to have more wildlife.
Since that beginning, the BLM and landowner/permittees
have been working towards improving individual allotments
in the watershed.To enhance these efforts the Snake River
Conservation District initiated the CAM process in 1992 to
address resource concerns on a watershed basis. The
emphasis of the project is to improve the overall function of
watershed as a whole. Water quality, properly functioning
riparian areas and enhancement of wetlands are being
used as the primary indicators for improved functioning of
the watershed.
Major impairmentsin the watershed included destabilized
stream banks and upland concentrated flows associated
with roads in the watershed, resulting in gully erosion.
Remedial activities being utilized to improve stream bank
stability consist of reducedimpacts to riparian areas by livestock, achieved through planned grazing systems, cross
fencing, upland water developments,livestock season and
duration of use. Strategically placed controlled burns have
also been employed to improve the habitat for both wildlife
and livestock. Remediationof gully erosion associatedwith
roads is being accomplished by road rehabilitation, modification and seasonal closure. Modifications are designed to
reduce concentratedflows and improve water spreading by
utilizing wing ditches, water bars, pits and proper culvert
placement.
To rapidly improve the function of the watershed and protect existing riparian and wetland areas, stream gradient
control and fisheries habitat improvement structures are
being utilized. Creation of beneficial wetlands in low gradient section of Muddy Creek are also being utilized to trap
sediment, improve water quality, enhance wildlife and
improve summer base flows.
(Continuedon page 115).
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Guidepost to Enhance Grazed-Forest Watersheds
E. WilliamAnderson
Water is the most precious commodity derived from our
rangelands and forests. All of these lands should be managed primarily as watersheds which, in turn, will enhance
the production of forage, fiber, food, wildlife, social, and

other commodity and non-commodity resource uses.
Depleted watersheds cause serious widespread and longlasting second- and third-order consequences, on-site and
downstream, economically and socially. These adversities
are intensified under prolonged drought conditions.
The basic ingredients of watershed management, i.e.,
managing for water efficiency, apply equally to rangelands
(Anderson 1993) and grazed forests. These ingredients,
which have been stated by Barrett (1990), are to capture
store, and safely release water on watersheds. Several
relatively old studies, mainly in the Pacific Northwest, are
cited herein to emphasize that both early and more recent
studies related to grazed-forest watersheds are prevalent.
These studies illustrate the kinds of watershed-related
inter-relationships that might be achieved by deliberately
manipulatingthe tree cover. There is urgent need to include
already available watershed management knowledge as
basic ingredients of plans for management of all natural
renewable resources.
Manipulation of vegetation to enhance grazed-forest
watersheds focuses primarily on trees, which are predominant. Manipulations of tree cover have secondary effects
on understory vegetation as well as on the previously mentioned basic ingredients of watershed management—
Capture, Store and Safely Release water.

because of recharge of underground aquifers. However,
benefitsderived from recharge of aquifers eventually will be
noticeable in the amount and longevity of spring flows at
lower elevations.
A study by Packer (1962) in northern Idaho showed that
water content of the snow pack was affected uniformly by
changes in the forest canopy regardless of elevation,
aspect or magnitude of snowfall. Water content of the
snowpack increased 4.2 inches with a change in tree
canopy density from a completely closed canopy (100%
tree canopy cover) to a completely open canopy (0% tree
canopy cover). The significance of this is that thinning a
100% tree canopy cover to about 40% canopy theoretically
can be expected to produce 2.5 inches more water in the
snowpack (60% X 4.2 incheswater).
Throughfall precipitation, that which falls directly through
holes in the tree canopy, is an important factor. Intercepted
precipitation fills the interception storage and the excess
drips off leaves, trunks and branches or flows down the
bole as stem-flow.
In a study in northern Wisconsin, Anderson, Loucks and
Swain (1969) point out that understory vegetation can be
limited in two ways by reduced availabi(ity of moisture as a
result of tree canopy: (a) precipitation intercepted by the
tree canopy and surface litter causes a reduction in total
amount that reaches mineral soil; and (b) dominant species
in the forest plant community, which are trees, compete
with the herbaceous understoryfor moisture that does penetrate to mineral soil.
Their study of the relationshipsof throughfall precipitation

Soil Water

A study on pumice soils in central Oregon by Barrett and
Youngberg (1965) shows that use of soil water increases
significantly with increased density of sapling ponderosa
pine. The effects of thinning the pine stand to 62, 125, 250,
500, and 1,000 trees per acre was measured in terms of
water use. Total amount of water used by vegetation was
1.6 times greater on plots containing 1,000 trees per acre
than on plots with 62 trees per acre. Where herbaceous
vegetation was allowed to grow, water usage was 45%
greater than where it was not allowed to grow.
A study in the Ochoco National Forest in Oregon (Swank
1969) reports that an acre of thinned trees will produce one
sixth acre-foot of additional water, not aN of which will be
measurable at a weir placed at the outlet of the watershed
E.\Nilliam Anderson isacertifled range management consultant, 1509

Hemlock Street, Lake Oswego,Oregon 97034.(503) 636-8017.

A selectively harvested grazed-forest wterriea uenerIcs iree
growth, watershed health, wildlife habitat, and forage production.
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to treecanopy cover showed that, with tree canopy cover of
85% or more, throughfall precipitation during moderate
storms would become so small as to be highly erratic.
Conversely,throughfall precipitationfor a tree canopy cover
of 60% or less approaches 90%. They did not study
canopies having less than 60% tree canopy cover. This
study suggests that thinning to 60% or less tree canopy
cover may improve effectiveness and efficiency of precipitation during the growing season and improve recharge of
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recovery versus artificially reseedingthe understory following thinning is a valid consideration. This study gives guidance for cost-benefit comparison between potential natural
understoryrecovery in eight years as compared to potential
establishmentof a suitable understory in 2 to 3 years from
seeded understoryspecies.

Surface Runoff

soil moisture during the rainy season.
Thick layers of litter under dense tree canopies tend to
intercept significant amounts of throughfall precipitation
before it reaches mineral soil. This accentuatesthe adverse
effect that dense tree canopy has on the periodic recharge
of soil moisture. The detrimental effect that a thick layer of
litter can have on replenishingsoil moisture might be a factor in considering the need for prescribed burning in some

A study by Orr (1970) of a severely burned pine stand in
the Black Hills of South Dakota showed that, as vegetational cover developed,summer runoff and erosion rates decelerated until total vegetal cover (live vegetation and litter)
reached about 60%. As total vegetal cover increased
beyond 60%, the rates of surface runoff and sediment production continued to decrease slowly and steadily. Orr postulated
that total vegetal cover must equal or exceed about
areas.
60% for minimum tolerable runoff control and soil stability.
From a watershed quality standpoint,this study may help
evaluate the effect that seeding of burned areas might have
Understory Vegetation
on achieving the desired 60% vegetal cover in a minimum
In a pine-thinning study by McConnell and Smith (1965) length of time. This study also gives a basis for evaluating
in eastern Washington it was determined that when the beneficial effects on vegetal cover from such measures as
thinned pine exceeds 45% canopy cover, forbs produced improved grazing management and tree thinning on nonmore dry matter than grasses. Below 45% tree canopy burned forested watersheds that have excessive bare
cover, grasses were superior producers. This study sug- ground and much less than 60% total vegetal cover.
gests that tree thinning should take into account the influence that density of tree canopy cover might have on the
composition of grasses and forbs in the understory.
Theoretically, thinning to approximately 45% tree canopy
cover will favor the strongest composition of forbs and

grasses, thereby benefitting wildlife and livestock forage
conditions,as wellas watershed qualities.
A study by Young, Hedrick and Keniston (1967) in the
Blue Mountains of Oregon showed that percent shrub
canopy cover was naturally greatest (about 35%) where
tree canopy cover was between 20% and 65%. Under a
tree canopy cover of less than 20%, shrub canopy cover
decreased to about 22% where therewere almost no trees.
Under tree canopy cover greater than 65%, shrub canopy
cover progressively decreased to less than 5% where the
treecanopy cover was 90%.
Their study also cites a relationship between annual production of shrubs and tree canopy cover. The best annual
production on shrubs was under a tree canopy cover of 6%
to 35%. Under less than 6% tree canopy cover, annual production of shrubs dropped sharply. Annual production of
shrubs also diminished with increasing tree canopy cover
that exceeded 35%.
Natural recovery of understory vegetation following pine
thinning was studied by McConnell and Smith (1970) in
eastern Washington. After eight growing seasons, total
understory yield ranged from 75 pounds per acre on
unthinned to 417 pounds per acre under 26-foot pine spacing. The increase was made up of 51% grasses,37% forbs
and 12% shrubs.
From a watershed quality standpoint, natural understory

Trees

Barrett (1970) studied thinning of ponderosa pine on
pumice soils near Bend, Oregon and concluded:
—Diameterand height growth of sapling ponderosapine
may be accelerated by increasing growing space per tree
and removingcompetingunderstoryvegetation.

A dog-hairstand of mixed coniferous species thinned to improve
qualityofwoodproduction and increase solar energyforproduction of
understoiy vegetation. Trees removedwereprocessed through a chipper.
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—Limbs of released trees also responded to increased
growing space and removal of competing vegetation,which
can be undesirable from a lumber-qualitystandpoint.
—Maximum benefits to tree growth from thinning will be
gained by maintaining some suppression of understory
vegetation development over at least part of the life of the

stand.
—Thinning to a wide spacing and continued suppression
of understory vegetation could appreciably increase water
yield for domestic (and other) use. For example, when soil
moisture use in a stand containing mature overstory, dense
understorytrees, and natural understoryvegetation, primarily shrubs and grasses, was compared with soil moisture
used in a stand thinned to 125 trees per acre and understory vegetation suppressed,the moisture left in storage at the
end of the growing season increased during several years
by almost 50%.
Thinning stimulated not only growth in diameter and
height of trees but also growth of understory vegetation. In
respect to the need for suppressing understory vegetation
in order to obtain optimum wood fiber production and
watershed quality, practical methods of suppressionshould
include considerationof grazing by livestockand wildlife, as
well as prescribed burning.
Edgerton and Smith (1971), in their study of elk and deer
habitats in the Blue Mountains of Oregon, concluded that
the greatest potential for habitat improvement was in the

Mountainstream draining a grazed-forest watershedin eastern
Oregon.

sponding tree canopy cover is required to obtain natural
regenerationof jack pine. However, their graphs show that
a 40% to 45% canopy cover of jack pine would result in
about 35% to 40% solar radiation ratio under the pine.
There appears to be some correlation between these
studies of jack pine and the study by McConnel and Smith
dense-forest areas through logging. Since these tree (1965) that suggests about 45% tree canopy cover as a
stands are important wildlife cover, particularly for elk, a goal to favor the strongest composition of forbs and grasspattern of untreated areas should be left as cover and es under ponderosapine in the Pacific Northwest.
In another similar study, Vezina (1965) estimated that
escape routes, rather than apply wholesale areatreatment.
thinnings which removed 12% and 36% of the original
basal area of very dense balsam fir had the immediate
Solar Energy
effect of increasing solar energy radiation ratio by 25% and
50% respectively.These data might be useful for predicting
In 1964, Vezina and Pech reported on studies made in the proportionalincreasein solar
energy at the ground level
Quebec, Canada, which showed that, in very dense stands that can be achieved by various degrees of tree canopy
of balsam fir with full crown closure, only about 2% of total thinning in the Mixed Fir Forest ecological site in the Pacific
solar radiation reaches the forest floor. Such a low solar Northwest.
radiation ratio permits balsam fir seeds to germinate but
Improving the efficiency of solar radiation for production
does not allow seedlings to develop. Under these condi- of herbaceousvegetation and soil micro-organismsin
tions, fir seedlings generally die within a year and are dense tree-covered areas is important and worth special
replaced by another crop of seedlings the following seed consideration. Production of herbaceous vegetation is
year. This process is repeated until the stands have increased under trees that have been thinned because of
opened up sufficiently to allow some seedlings to become improved light and soil micro-organism conditions, and
established. It appears that on good sites, a minimum of increased available moisture. Too often this is taken for
10% solar radiation ratio is required for balsam fir seedlings granted without reasoningwhy it happens.
to develop satisfactorily.This correspondsto a 60% to 65%
From the standpoint of watershed health, inefficiency in
treecanopy cover for mature balsam fir.
use of solar energy within a dog-hair stand of trees should
Presumably, these balsam fir stands are comparable to be considered a critical situation in respect to the managethe mixed Douglas-fir/white fir forest in the Pacific ment of natural resources, of which solar energy is one of
Northwest in terms of the effect tree canopy cover has on the most important. Wasted solar energy could be cited as
solar radiation ratio.
a significant factor in helping establish the point that a critiThese studies also show that, under a 100% canopy cal biologicalsituation exists. This, in turn, might help qualicover of jack pine in eastern states, which closely resem- fy a comprehensivewatershed treatment program, includbles lodgepole pine in western states, the solar radiation ing tree thinning,for public-fundingapproval.
ratio was 10% as compared to 2% under balsam fir. The
authors did not predict how much solarradiation and corre-
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(Continuedfrom page 111).
Jim Chant, one of the cooperating ranchers, is quoted as
saying that he believes that the Colorado River cutthroat
trout is a barometer of how the range is functioning, and
that if this fish can be reintroducedand live in Muddy
Creek, it indicates his range is in good condition for cattle.
The folks involved in Muddy Creek have implemented
many of the standard range improvement practices, but
each practice was implemented with due consideration for
all rangeland resources, and often with great innovation—
reinforcing the CRM motto that none of us knows as much
about something as all of us. Wyoming needs to be
acknowledged for their important role in this effort. The
State, including current Governor Jim Geringer has been a
strong supporter of the CRM process as the method of
choice for conducting natural resource management. The
Governor's opening remarks reinforced his belief in the
value of "communication, cooperation and commitment".
Lastly, let me point out the importance of Larry Hicks, Little
Snake River Conservation District and Andy Warren,
Bureau of Land Managemet. These two resourceconservatioists have provided sustained leadership to this project
through their knowledge of the resources, the people
involved and their communication,cooperation and commitment, lending great credence to the word professional.—
Bud Rumburg,SRM EVP
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NW Region, Portland, Oregon.
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Winter Feeding,Lactation,and Calf Growth
in Farmed Wapiti
Henry M. Kozak, Robert J. Hudson, Neil French, and Lyle A. Renecker

Wapiti are subjected to varying degrees ot food shortage
each winter, which may influence subsequentlactation and
calf growth. Lactation occurs at a nutritionally favorable
time of the year when digestible forage is lush and abundant, but cows may also be rebuilding fat and muscle
reserves lost through the winter (Renecker and Samuel
1991, Wairimu 1991). An important question is whether
cows which have suffered greater winter weight loss make
smaller investmentsin their calves by reducing milk production in order to improve breeding success during the next
autumn rut (Clutton-Brock et al. 1982, Kozak 1988). We
wanted to compare the production and composition of milk
from cows experiencing various degrees of winter weight
loss (manipulated by winter feeding), evaluate milk consumption and calf growth, and evaluate the response of
calves to varying milk supplies (as determined by handmilking).
A study was conducted at the Ministik Wildlife Research
Station located approximately50 km SE of Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada, on the Cooking Lake moraine within the
southern fringe of the aspen-dominatedboreal forest zone.
The station is comprised of approximately265 ha surrounded by a 2 m high game fence. The station is divided into a
game ranch portion containing 194 ha and a game farm
portion containing 65 ha.
During the winterof 1984—85, fourwapiti cows were pastured on the 194 ha native aspen parkland range without
supplementation. This was a management condition to
induce about 10% loss in body weight from peak autumn
weight to the time of calving as conservatively occurs in
wild ungulate populations. Eight others were pastured on
65 ha of native range and offered alfalfa/barley pellets
(Tables 1 and 2) free choice. Supplementationwith pellets
commenced November 1 (time of first major snowfall) with
the intent of continuing until the green-up period in May.
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Table 1. Formulation of the alfalfa/barely pellet used to supplement wapiti cows at the Ministik Wildlife Research Station,
Alberta, Canada.
% of Dry Matter Composition

Ingredient

25.6

Dehydrated Alfalfa
Barley
WheatShorts
Beet Pulp
Soybean Meal
Molasses
TraceMineral Salt
Vitamin A E
Permapel

31.1

14.0
16.0
8.5

4.0
0.4
0.2

0

0.1

However, the harsh winter required intervention by
February 1, 1985 when the unsupplemented group was
supplementedat a maintenance level in order to maintain
weight stasis until calving. From May 1 (just priorto parturition) to September 1, 1985, eight cows and 6 calves were
Table 2. Chemical composition of feed (dry matter basis) used to
supplement wapiti cows at the Ministik Wildlife Research
Station, Alberta, Canada.

Item

Dry Matter (%)
Protein(%)
GrossEnergy (kJlg)
Digestible Energy (kJ/g)a
Neutral Detergent Fiber (%)
Acid Detergent Fiber (%)
Lignin (%)

Composition of
Alfalfa/Barley Pellets
Average
87.1
16.6
17.9
15.4
32.4
16.4
2.9

-

a Estimated using inSitu nylon.bag technique.

maintained on a 5 ha native pasture and supplement with
alfalfa/barley pelletsfreechoice (Photo 1).
Milk consumptionby calves (Photo 2) was measuredon a
bi-weekly basis, from June to September 1985, using the
suckling technique. Following a morning suckling bout,
calves were separated from cows for 6 hours, and then diapered, weighed, suckled, and reweighed. During the separation, the calves were not given supplemental feed or
water to ensure eagernessto suckle when they rejoined the
cows. With this method, it is assumed that differences in
calf weights before and after suckling were attributed to
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Wapiticows and calves maintained on a nativepasture andsupplemented with alfalfa/barley pellets at the Ministik Wildlife Research Station,
Alberta, Canada.

milk consumed.The procedurewas repeated after an additional 6 hours. The diaper prevented weight loss through
urination or defecation since there is a tendency, especially
in young calves, to defecate or urinate when licked by the
dam during suckling. Milk production values from the 2
sequential trials on the same day were averaged and then
prorated to a period of one day.
Milk production and compositionwas also measured
monthly from July to October by hand-milking.At 0800, five
cows were milked using teat cannulae and an intramuscular injection of 20-40 IU of oxytocin followed by hand stripping. This was repeated after 6 hours and during this time
cows had access to feed and water. The volume of milk
measured after the second milking was used to calculate 6
hour milk production which was prorated to obtain an estimate of total daily milk yield. Milk samples collected during
the second milking were analyzed for fat, protein, and lac-

tose content. Energy content was calculated from the
known milk composition using the equation of Perrin
(1958). Fatty acids were measured from samples taken on
each of the last 3 milkings.

Five dawn-to-dusk (16 hour) activity scans of 6 cow-calf
pairs were conducted bi-weekly from June through August.
Activity budgets were determinedby instantaneoussampling
at 10 minute intervals, whereas continuous time sampling
was used to measure suckling duration. Behavioral categories were: active (non-feeding), inactive, browsing/grazing

(native pasture), and feeding (supplementalteed only).

Milk Production
Daily milk yields declined from about 3,000 ml during
early lactation to < 2,000 ml at 100 days in the pellet-supplemented group (Fig. 1). The lactation curve of cows
receiving winter supplements compares favorably in form
with that reported by Robbins et al. (1981).
During the first 50 days, estimates from the suckling
method were higher than those obtained by milking.
Volume of milk produced by the pellet-fedgroup was higher
from day 22 to 155 ot lactation when collected by hand.

Pellet-fed cows also achieved peak production earlier than
the unsupplementedgroup (day 22 versus day47, respectively). The suckling technique proved more variable than
hand milking. All milk intake estimation methods have
potential errors. The importance of using trained animals
has been emphasized in domestic animals and is even
more vital with less docile species. It is possible that the
variation in milk volumes found in the early part of this
study was due to cows and/or calves not being habituated
to the suckling procedure. In addition, between year and
animal variation could also play an important role in differences between studies conducted at the same research
facility. Hand milking methods are valid only if secretion
rates are unaffected by separation and repeated milking, if
a comparable and relatively complete evacuation of the
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mammary glands is accomplished at each milking, and if
volumes obtained are representative of what the young
would consume.
1000
If the conditions associated with milk collection cause
stress and the production of adrenaline and noradrenaline
0
0
25
50
75
100
125 150 175
(neural chemicals), the milk release may be hindered by
partial blocking of oxytocin (chemical responsiblefor initiating milk release) release from the posterior pituitary gland
in the brain (Cross 1955), and therefore inhibition of milk
production (Chan 1965), or let down of milk (Hebb and Fig. 1. Mean ±SE mi/k volume from winterunsupplemented and pelLinzell 1951). The milk volumes obtained by hand milking in
let-supplementedwapiti cows at the Ministik Wildlife Research
Station, Alberta, Canada.
this study seem to be more representative of actual milk
volume because they agree closely with other reported values and are much less variable than the volumes obtained (McEwan et al. 1976). The decline in milk lactose producthrough the weighing technique.
tion with an increase in the number of days of lactation may
represent a decline in energy intake of feed and therefore
Milk Composition
result in a decrease in the conversion of glucose to milk
Concentrations of fat, protein, and lactose (milk sugar) in lactose.
cows from both groups are presented in Fig. 2. The unsupFatty acid C18:1 was higher at all stages of lactation
plemented group had slightly higher milk fat and protein (Table 3). In both groups, long chain fatty acids declined
content while the pellet-fed group showed a higher amount through lactation but increased on day 154 of lactation.
of lactose. Wapiti milk is high in fat and energy content and Short chain fatty acids were highest at the beginning of lacfat and protein increase with advancing lactation (Arman tation and declined throughoutlactation with the lowest val1979). Milk energy concentration averaged 6.4 kJ/g for the ues at day 154. The differences and changes in milk fat
unsupplementedgroup and 6.0 kJ/g for the pellet-fed group composition in this study may be related to energy balance
over the 150 daylactation. Total daily milk energy yield was (difference in energy of food consumed and energy spent)
higher in the pellet-fed group, particularly during the early and mobilizationof body reserves. The larger proportion of
stages of lactation (Fig. 3). The slightly higher lactose level fatty acid C18:3 in the unsupplementedgroup suggeststhat
in the pellet-fed group may be a reflection of winter nutri- more body reserves (fat and protein) were being mobilized
tion. There is a need for the cow to replenish body condi- during lactation. Higher long chain and lower short chain
tion during the short summer growing season prior to the fatty acid concentrations in the milk of both groups late in
autumn rut. This need by the cow's body to use glucose to lactation may reflect a decline in pasture condition.From an
build, condition, and flush her to ensure breeding success adaptive standpoint, as the age of the calf progresses and
may pre-empt high milk lactose production (White and greater dependence is placed on forage intake, there is
Luick 1984, Renecker 1987). Another study has shown that less need for easily absorbed short and medium-chainfatty
glucose production which is associated with lactose pro- acids (Dils et al. 1977, Blackburn et al. 1989).
Calves from cows in the pellet-fed group received more
duction increases with an increase in energy intake of feed

DAY OF LACTATION
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energy/dayin the milk but there was no difference in growth
rates which were similar to those expected for wapiti calves
(Hudson and Adamczweski 1990). This apparent compensation may be due to: 1) higher relative consumption of milk
by lighter calves; 2) more energy spent on activity by larger
calves; or 3) greater dependence on pasture forage. In the
present study, no difference was detected in the amount of
daylight time spent foraging betweencalves from pellet-fed
or pasture-only cows. Bout length and duration of suckling
bouts decreased with increasing age of calf. The mean

MILK LACTOSE

UNSUPPLEMENTED
PEU.ET-SUPPLEMENTED

8
6
4
2
0

91

DAY OF LACTATION
FIg. 2. Gmss milkcomposition frompellet-supplemented and unsupplemenfed wapiti cows at the Ministik Wildlife Research Station,
Alberta, Canada.

duration of suckling bouts (Fig. 4) agrees closely with
results reported by Johnson (1951) for free-ranging wapiti.
The results from the presentstudy show that total milk
intake, in captive wapiti calves, is characterizedby reduced
number of nursing bouts and an increasein the removal of

Table 3. Average proportionsof fatty acids In the milkfat of winter unsupplemented and pellet-supplemented wapiti at 47, 91, and 154 daysof
lactationatthe MinistikWiidHfe Research Station, Alberta, Canada.
Day of Lactation

ib

Fatty
Acid
4:0
6:0
8:0
10:0
12:0
14:0
14:1

15:0
16:0
16:1

Unsupplemented
1.2
1.8
2.0
2.7
3.2
12.3
0.7

Pellet-Supplemented
3.2
3.0
2.3

Unsupplemented

icAa

Pellet-Supplemented
1.5

1.4
2.0

1.1

2.0
2.7

3.5
12.7

13.0

12.1

0.7

0.9

0.9

1.4

1.4

1.7

1.6

26.0
2.0

26.5

30.0

30.3

2.1

1.9

1.8

2.9

Pellet-Supplemented
1.4
1.1

1.0
.7
1.1
1.5

2.1

1.9

2.6
3.0

3.1

Unsupplemented

.9
1.2
1.6
10.0

10.0
1.0
1.7
31.4
3.7

0.8
1.6
32.0

3.6

ofI tttion
47a
Fatty
Acid
17:0
18:0
18:1
18:2
18:3

Unsupplemented
1.1

15.8
3.4
0.3

aNumberofsamples = 2.

01b

Pellet-Supplemented
1.0
14.5

2.5
0.4
0.9

Unsupplemented
1.1

13.6
3.1

0.4

1ç4a
Pellet-Supplemented
1.1

13.7
2.6
0.4
0.7

Unsupplemented
1.4
14.7

b Number ofsamples=4.
CSignificant difference(P<0.05) inproportion of thefatty acidbetween unsupplemented and pellet-supplemented groups.

2.1

0.4

09c

Pellet-Supplemented
1.2
14.9
1.8

0.4
0.7
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Fig. 4. Mean ± SE suckling ratesandbout lengths (as determined by
the suckling techniqueof wapiti calves from winter pellet-supplemented and unsupplemenfed cows at the Ministik Wildlife Research
Station, Alberta, Canada.

milk per bout. It is possible that calves from the unsupplemented group, receiving less milk energy, may spend a
similar amount of time foraging as treatment calves but
choose forage of better quality. It is also possible that differences not observed during daylight hours may occur during
night-time activity bouts.
Activity budgets were similar in both groups. Grazing
times increased from 19 days of age with slight declines in

other activities (Fig. 5). No difference was detected

between groups for the number of suckling bouts and suckling duration. However, the overall mean indicated a trend
to fewer and shorter suckling bouts in older calves.
This study suggests that previous winter nutrition does
play a role in subsequent lactation performance of wapiti
cows. Although the provision of good quality summer pasture, during lactation, may be the prime factor affecting milk
production, good winter nutrition can aid in increasing subsequent milk production.
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Perennial Pepperweed
James A. Young, Charles E. Turner, and Lynn F. James

Perennial pepperweed(Lepidium latifolium L.) is an alien weed that is well
established in New England, the far
western United States, and Mexico.
Range managers need to be aware of
this species because it is well adapted
to riparian and wetland areas and
threatens hay and forage production
from native meadows.
Plant Description. The plants are
stiffly erect masses of stems 1 to 3

feet tall and occasionally to 8 feet
under wet conditions (Figure 1). The
base of the stem is semi-woody. The
roots enlarge at the soil surface, forming a woody crown. Leaves form a
basal tuft. The leaves, with 0.5 to 1.0
inch wide, toothed blades, taper to an
elongated petiole. The upper leaves

are much reduced in size and sessile,
but do not clasp the stem. Abundant
small white flowers are borne in clusters of 6 to 8, arranged in dense panides (Figure 2). Dense infestations are
brilliantly white with flowers in midsummer. This has produced the frequently used common name of tall
whitetop. Seeds are borne in individual
very small, flattened pods (one eight
inch in diameter). The seeds are reddish brown in color and broadly oval in
outline. Seeds do not dehisce fromthe
pods at maturity, but fall at irregular
intervals during the winter. The large
amounts of semi-woody herbage produced by perennial pepperweedplants
persist for several years and the accumulations of stems have a distinctive
light tan color (Figure 3).
Relation To Other Plants. As stat-

Fig. 1. Perennialpepperweed infestationalong lower Susan River in Honey Lake Valley,
California.

as whitetop. Hoary cress is widely distributed in meadows and hay fields in
the Intermountain Area, Colorado
Plateau, and Mountains States. The
hoary cress is a very variable species
that is often described as three separatesubspeciesor species. This group
is usually much smaller in stature than

perennial pepperweedand most forms
have pubescent foliage compared to
ed above, a widely used common the glabrous leaves of perennial pepname for Lepidium latifolium is "tall perweed.There are about 175 species
whitetop". This is unfortunate because of Lepidium, but none of the native or
hoary cress (Cardaria draba), a nox- introduced species found in western
ious weed, is also commonly known North America are very similar in size
and growth habitat to perennial pepThe authors are range scientist, botanist, and perweed.
Current Distribution. We obtained
research leader poisonous plant research,
an
estimate of the range of perennial
ARS
USDA,
pepperweed in the far western United

States by distributing a questionnaire

to state departmentsof agricultureand

weed control agencies. Perennial pepperweed is found in all of the far western states except Arizona (Figure 4).
The distribution of perennial pepperweed corresponds to river systems
where it infests riparian and wetland

areas. The weed usually reaches
fields by following irrigation ditches

from riparian areas.
The weed is native to southeastern
Europe and western Asia. It is thought
to have been introducedto the United
States as a contaminant of sugar beet
seed. During the past two decades
when this introduced pest spread very
rapidly in the western United States, it
has similarly spread through northern
Europe.
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The greatest threat posed by peren-

nial pepperweed is to native hay

meadows. The weed is invading these

meadows in areas such as the
Humboldt River Valley of Nevada.
The mode of invasion is along irrigation ditches from riparian areas. In the
hay meadows perennial pepperweed
lowers the quality of hay in terms of
protein content and digestibility. In
areas of meadowsthat are not mowed
annually the accumulation of stems
inhibits grazing. If grazing in the early
spring is used to help suppress this
weed the accumulations of old stems
must be reduced by mowing, brush
beating, or burning.
Potential As Poisonous Species.
Among livestock producers in areas
infested with perennial pepperweed
there have been persistent rumorsthat
the weed may be poisonous. Most
cases of suspected poisoning have
occurred with horses being fed hay

containing perennial pepperweed
Fig. 2. Flowerstalksofperennialpepperweed.

Range Of Adaptation. Perennial
pepperweed has demonstrated a
broad amplitude of adaptation. This is
illustrated by it being reported as a
pest in all counties in California
except the coastal rain forest of the
far northwest and the southeastern
lower elevation deserts. In the
Intermountain Area this weed has

negatively impacts nesting habitat for
wildlife. An indication of the competitiveness of this species is provided by

several examples of where
replaced quackgrass.

it has

under confined conditions.
Several other species of the mustard
family have been reported to be poisonous. Rape, which is widely cultivated
in northern Europe and to an increasing extent in North America, is known
to cause several disease problems in

cattle. On the western range tansy
mustard is commonly associated with

become established along river systems from the lower edge of coniferous forests to saline/alkaline deltas
and sinks. Perennial pepperweed is
very tolerant to salty soils. The weed

is not restricted to salt influenced
soils. It is adapted to stringer meadows characteristic of the big sagebrush zone. It is not yet a major pest
in high mountain meadows in the
coniferous forest zone.

Consequences of Perennial Pepperweed Invasion. This is a very
competitive species that occurs in
dense patches that are almost complete mono-cultures. In riparian zones
it interferes with regeneration of willows and cottonwood species. In wetland areas the species composition
and productivity of key herbaceous
species is radically changed. The
accumulations of semi-woody stems

FIg. 3. The semi-woody stems of perennialpepperweedpersist for several seasons. They
makeitdifficultto graze forage in the spring andinterfere with herbicide application.
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Fig. 4. Distribution ofperennialpepperweed in the far western UnitedStates. Distribution shadedbycounties. Only a smallportionofany countymay be infested.

poisoning of cattle. When consumedby cattle in large
quantities over a prolonged period, blindness and the loss
of the ability to use their tongue or swallow results. There is
limited evidence that plants related to perennial pepperweed may be poisonous. Lepidium latifoliumor shieldcress,
is suspected of being poisonous to horses. A large number
of horses became ill and many died in Utah afterbeing fed
hay consisting largely of shieldcress.
Based on the evidence of toxicity from other members of
the mustard family and the persistent rumors of animal poisoning associated with perennial pepperweed it is worth
while to investigate the toxic properties of the species
under controlled feeding conditions.
Control Measures. Very small sections of the creeping
roots of this weed contain buds that will sprout, producing
vigorous new plants. This makes mechanical control measures very difficult. The weed is marginally susceptible to
phenoxy herbicides.The tops are easily killed, but root and
crown buds rapidly sprout and continue the infestation.
Repeated treatments are necessary.Thesulfonylureacompound chlorsulfuron has shown considerable promise for
controlling perennial pepperweed. It does not appear that
one treatment of any herbicide will be sufficient for adequate control. The location of infestations close to open
water complicatesthe use of herbicides.
Potential For Biological Control. Through 1990, no
classical biological control program, using the importation
of a natural pest, had been reported in the world for weeds
of the mustard family. Safety considerations for host-speci-

ficity is the reason for the lack of development of biological
control proceduresfor mustard weeds. There are too many
valuable crop species in the family.
Currently in the United States, a major concern with the

developmentof biological control measures for exotic
weeds is the influence of the control organism on closely
related native plant species. There are 11 perennial
species of Lepidium native to the western United States.
One of these species is presently listed as an endangered
species, and 6 others are under review. This is bad news
for potentialbiologicalcontrol measures.
What Can Range Managers Do About Perennial
Pepperweed. The best way to handle this pest is to prevent infestations. The transportation of earth moving and
tillage equipment from infested areas is apparentlythe
major means of new introductions. Seed sources of revegetation species should be checked to make certain there is
no contamination by perennial pepperweed. The smaller
the infestationof perennial pepperweedthe easier the control procedures. It is important to recognize the plant and
promptly react to new infestations.
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Cattle Grazing and Sharp-Tailed Grouse Nesting Success
Donald R. Kirbyand Kevin L. Grosz
Plains sharp-tailedgrouse originally ranged from northcentral Alberta, into the northwestand central United States, and
as far south as northern New Mexico. The declinein sharptailed grouse abundanceand distributionhas been attributed
to habitat loss by rangelandbeing convertedto cropland and
overgrazingby domesticlivestock (Millerand Graul 1980).
Livestock grazing reduces residual vegetation required for

nesting, and has been the most commonly cited factor in the
reduction of sharp-tailed grouse abundance and distribution
(Hillman and Jackson 1973). Kirsch et al. (1973) did not recommend livestock grazing tor lands principally managed for
prairiegrouse habitat.However,Evans (1968) suggested that
light to moderate livestock grazing left adequate residual
cover for nestingsharp-tailedgrouse.

Methods
The 5,300 acre Central Grasslands Research Center in
southcentral North Dakota served as the study area. The
region is characterized by potholes, sloughs, and hummocky,
irregular and rocky plains, without an integrated drainage
system. Herbaceous vegetation is typical of the mixed-grass
prairie. Shrub-dominatedcommunities comprise 30% of the
rangeland. Western snowberrydominates the overstory and
Kentuckybluegrassthe understory. Wetlandsoccur on 8% of
the land area.
A short duration grazingsystemwas establishedin 1982on
320 acres of rangelandas eight-40 acre pastures. Between
1984 and 1986, 65 cow/calfpairs were annually allocatedto
this grazing treatment. Cattle were rotated every 5 days so
that each pasture received 35 days rest between occupancies. Each pasturewas grazed 4 times betweenlate May and
early Novembereach year (160days).
A twice-over rotation grazing system was established in
1983 and located adjoining the previoustreatment. In 1984,
two replicates of three-80 acre pastures were grazed by
cow/calf pairs. Cattle grazed each pasture 28 days with 56
days rest between occupancies.In 1985 and 1986, this system was modified to two replicatesof four-80 acre pastures,
grazed by 60 and 65 cowlcalt pairs, respectively. Each pasture was grazed twice annually, on a 20 day graze, 60 day
rest cycle. Cattle were allocated to and removed from this
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Typical mixed-grass prairie on the Central Grasslands Research
Center.

treatment on the same dates as the short duration grazing
system. Stocking rates of both grazing systems were based
on a 50 to 60% use of annual herbage productionas estimated by clipping.
A total of 520 acres of nongrazed rangelandadjacentto the
short duration grazing treatment served as a control area.
This land had not been grazed or hayed since 1977. Terrain,
sites and vegetation composition was similar to the grazed
treatments.
Sharp-tailed grouse dancing groundson or within

1

mile of

the Center were found between late March and early April
each spring. Nests were located in 1984 using the cablechain drag method (Higgins et al. 1977). In 1985 and 1986,
nests were located by monitoring radiotaggedhens trapped

on dancinggrounds. Sharp-tailed grouse hens were trapped
on the 4 dancing grounds closest to the grazing treatments
and nongrazedrangeland.
Solar or battery powered transmitters were placed on captured hens. Nesting hens were located daily until they failed
to return to the nest site. Nest fates were determined by nest
checks, and by locating and flushing hens and broods ten
days after nestabandonment.
Visual obstructionreadings (Robel et al. 1970) were taken
at the nest, at 1 yard intervals to 10 yards from the nest in
cardinal directions, and along permanent transects established in grazed and ungrazed areas. Permanent transect
visual obstruction readings were recorded at vegetation
greenup in early May. Species and frequency of vegetation
occurringwithin a 1 yard radius of nests and permanentstations were recorded.
Because of the small numbers of nesting birds, we only
made statisticalcomparisonbetween grazed and nongrazed
areas. Nest success was adjusted by the Mayfield method
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Solarpoweredtransmitter fitted on a captured sharp-tailed grousehen.
(Mayfield 1961) with 36 exposuredays for the nest. Apparent
(actual) and Mayfield adjusted numbers of nests, nest success (percent of hens with broods), and nest visual obstruction readings were comparedbetweengrazed and nongrazed
areas with Chi-square analysis (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). A
two-way analysis of variancetested visual obstruction readings betweensuccessfuland unsuccessful nests. A paired t-

at successful or unsuccessful nests in grazed (8.0 vs 6.8
inches) and nongrazed (6.0 vs 7.2 inches) areas did not
differ.
Nineteen plant species were identified within 1 yard of
50

test (P<0.05) compared average clutch size for nests
betweengrazed and nongrazed areas.

40
Results
Fifteen dancing groundswere located on or within 1 mile of
the Center. Nine grounds occurred on grazed areas and six
grounds on nongrazed lands. Thirty-twonests, 16 in grazed
pastures and 16 in nongrazedareas were located from 1984
to 1986. All 16 nests in the rotation grazed treatmentswere
initiated either before cattle were allocated to pastures or in
pastures where grazing was deferred in spring. First nests
were initiated during late April.The latest nest initiations were
in late June and early July. Mediandate of nest initiation was
May 14. Initiation dates were similar between grazed and

>'i30

0
C
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20
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nongrazed lands.

Eighty-eightpercent of nest site visual obstruction readings
exceeded4 inches (Fig. 1). Less than 20% of grazed pasture
visual obstructionreadings exceeded 4 inches, while 60% of
the visual obstructionreadings in nongrazedareas exceeded
4 inches. Nest sites had the highest visual obstruction readings (7.2 inches) with visual obstructionreadings significantly
decreasingto 10 yards away. Average nest site visual
obstruction readings for grazed (7.6 inches) and nongrazed
areas (7.2 inches) did not differ. Visual obstructionreadings

0

0-2

2-4

4-6

6-8

8-10

>10

Height Class (inches)
Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of earlyMay visualobstruction readings
for random transects on grazed and nongrazed rangelandand for
sharp-tailed grousenest sites, 1984—1986.
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sharp-tailed grouse nests. Kentucky bluegrass and western

snowberry were the most frequently recorded species at
nests. Needle-and-thread occurredat over 25% of nest sites.
Smoothbrome was identifiedat 38% of nongrazed nest sites.
Sharp-tailed grouse hens preferred western snowberrydominated plant communities for nest sites in both treatments. Approximately 30% of the grazed and nongrazed
areas were dominated by western snowberrywhereas, 75%
of sharp-tailed grouse nests were located in these plant communities. These communities provided the majority of tall,
dense canopy cover,especiallyin spring.
Of the 32 nests found, 50% were successful (Table 1).
Actual nests per 100 acres of nongrazedarea were double
that of grazed pastures. However, apparent nest success
was 25 percentage points higher on the grazed pastures
compared to nongrazed areas. Clutch size, averaging 11.4
and 11.0 for nests in grazed and nongrazedareas, did not
differ. Mayfield adjusted nesting success was higher in
grazed pastures than in nongrazed areas. However, nongrazed areas had a great density of nests per 100 acres. The
number of successful nests per 100 acres was 1.0 and 1.3
for grazed and nongrazedareas, respectively.
Recently introduced rotation grazing systems attempt to
improve or maintainthe productivity and diversity of habitats
throughtemporaland spatial control of grazing. In our study,
livestockwere not allocated to rotation grazed pastures until
late-Maywhich allowedover 60% of sharp-tailed grouse hens
to initiate nests prior to grazing. Additionally, 50% or more of
the pasture units in the short duration and twice-over rotation
grazingtreatmentswere deferred from grazinguntil mid-June
by which time nearly all nests had been initiated. Our results
agree with those of Barker et al. (1990) and Sedivec et al.
(1990), who reported that deferred spring grazingof livestock
was mutually beneficial to livestock, waterfowl and sharptailed grouse production in North Dakota. Once nested, no
radio-collared sharp-tailed grouse hens were observed to
abandonnests when cattle were rotated into pastures where
nests were located.
The number of successful nests per unit area was similar
between grazed and nongrazedareas. A greater density of
nests were found in nongrazedareas, but nest success was
Table 1. Number of nests, nests/100 acres, and nesting success
of sharp-tailed grouse from rotation grazed and nongrazed
rangeland, NorthDakota.

higher in grazed areas. Greater nest density in nongrazed
areasis a functionof the greater choice of suitable nest sites
in these areas. Sharp-tailed grouse hens seek tall, dense
cover for nesting as evidenced by 88% of all nest site visual
obstructionreadings exceeding4 inches.
The high nest success in grazed areas can not be
explained by this study. We can only suggest a hypothesis,
based on field observations, for this occurrence. Grazed
areas are centersof human and livestock activity, and have
reducedlevels of cover for mammalian predatory. These factors may make grazed areas unattractive to predatorsas foraging sites. In contrast, theNclusion and cover provided by
nongrazed areas may actualy attract greater numbers of
mammalian predatorsis needed
predators. Radio-tracking
to understand the rolethey
in uplandgame bird nest site
selection and successin this region.

o

y

Conclusion
Rotation grazing systems at the Center have increased
livestock production over traditional methods of livestock
grazing, while maintaining or improvingforage resources. In
addition, these rotation grazed areas had a similardensity of
successful sharp-tailed grouse nests when comparedto nongrazedareas. Basedon these findings, we support the use of
rotation grazing systems on private lands in the northern
Great Plainsfor livestock and sharp-tailed grouseproduction.
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Changing SocialValuesand Images of Public

Rangeland Management
J.J. Kennedy, B.L. Fox, and T.D. Osen
Many political, economiç-and'ociaI changes of the last
30 years have affected Arierican views of good public
rangeland and how it should be managed. Underlying all

s

this socio-political change the shift in public land values
hat emerged fromWWll to
of an American industrial na4i
become an urban, postindutr society in the 1970s. Much
of the American public hold environmentally-orientedpublic
land values today, versus the commodity and community
economic development orientation of the earlier conservation era (1900—1969). The American public is also mentally
and visually tied to a wider world through expanded communicationtechnology.

Managing Rangelands as Evolving Social Value
Figure 1 presents a simple rangeland value model of four
interrelated systems: (1) the environmental/natural
resource system of biosphere elements, including humans,
rangelands,wildlife or watersheds; (2) the socialsystem of

human attitudes, values, behavior, institutions,and technology; (3) the economic system that focuses on institutions
and behavior related to the allocation of land, labor, and
capital: and (4) the political system of policy, laws, courts,
and public agencies.
Rangeland social values originate in only one of these
systems—the social system. Rangeland values, are
expressed to natural resource managers (and the rest of
society) by three systems: the economic, social, and political. We propose the belief, disturbing to some people, that
the environmental system itself neither originates nor
expresses rangeland social value. Only human interaction
with rangelands originates social values, whether this is
based on consumptive use (utilitarian values) or is derived
simply through appreciation of natural systems and living
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things (biocentric values). These human values are
expressed in various ways—such as laws, rangeland use,
socio-political action, popularity of TV nature programs,
governmental budgets, coyote jewelry, or environmental
messageson T-shirts.

The Origin of Rangeland Social Values
We propose that there are no fixed, unchanging and
intrinsic rangeland or nature values. All nature values are
human creations—eventhe biocentric belief that nature has
value independent of our human endorsementor use.
Consider golden eagles or vultures as an example. To
begin with, recognizing a golden eagle or vulture high in
flightis learned behavior. It is a sociallytaught skill (and not
easily mastered)of distinguishingthe cantof wings in soaring position and pattern of tail or wing feathers. Afterlearning to recognize one bird from the other, there is a normative or evaluative reaction to these birds—whether it be
positive, negative, or neutral. No humans are born knowing
how to 1) recognize or 2) react to these animals in the air.
Both are socially learned behavior, and human reaction to a
golden eagle often differs if one were raised and socialized
on a Wyomingsheep ranch or in a California suburb. In the
last half of this century, most Americans have had their
environmentalperceptions and values shaped in the latter
social environment.
Of course rangeland values are not formed in isolation
within the social system, but as that system interacts with
the environmentaland othersystems (Figure 1). Rangeland
values also evolve, as do most social values. Rural agricul-

Fig. 1. Interacting systems in which natural resource values originate
andare communicated to society.
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tural societies, for example, tend to have different interactionswith rangelands than do urban societies, often resulting in different perceptions, values, and uses. Many modern controversies over rangeland or wildlife issues are conflictsof agricultural (utilitarian)and urban (biocentric)values
about human relationshipswith and the use of nature (e.g.,
1080 poisoning of predators, managing wild horses, riparian management).None of these rangeland or nature value
orientations fall from heaven, nor do theyhave different origins. They are part of a continuum of nature values that
originates in the minds of individuals and groups (social
system) as their changing perceptions and human needs
interact with the environmental, political, and economic systems.
Children in the agricultural stage of American socio-economic development (1600 to post-civil war) mostly formed
their values in a blood and blister intimacy with nature. As
Table 1 illustrates, American agricultural youth (especially
males) were usually raised with a gun, trap or axe in
hand—and in communities where utilitarian values dominated. They learned that plants and animals had value primarily in how well they satisfied immediate human survival
and economic needs. The highest valued land was usually

in crop production,where biological diversity was often the
enemy. Some wildlife was good (game), while other wildlife
was positioned at the negative end of a value continuum
(e.g., varmints or predators). Then and now, ruraVagricultural value systems generally emphasize the practical, utilitarian value of nature. This is reinforced in logging, ranching or mining employment,and in common rural recreation-

al pursuits like hunting, fishing, trapping or rodeos

(Kennedy1973, Williamson 1992).
America became an industrial society in the last part of
the nineteenth century, with increasing socio-political concern for predictable long-term flows of natural resource
commodities for our factories and cities. The conservation
movement (1900—1969), with its promise of sustained-yield
timber or forage flows and harvestable game surpluses,
well accommodated this socio-political need. Natural
resourceagencies, plus forest and game managementprofessions, were created (Hays 1959). Recreational,aesthetic and biocentric values were an important component of
some early conservation visionaries, centered largely in
urban areas and championed by people suchas John Muir.
Yet these values did not become a dominant force in natural resource management until the 1960s, with the emer-

Table 1. Two often-conflicting sets of natural resourceof environment uses and values.
issues

Rural, agricultural cultures

1. Settings where nature
valuesare learned

Cutting firewood
Farming and ranching
*Protecting cropsand
animals fromweeds,
insects ofpredators

2. Popular outdoor

*Hunting
*Fishing
*Trapping
Rodeo activities

recreational activities
and learning
environments
3. Dominant valuesand
attitudes towardthe
naturalenvironment

*Pracical utilitarian
valuesdominate
Economic worthof
thingsparamount
Focus on material and
instrumental values

Thesevaluesoftenseem
selfish, exploitative and
crass in a biocentric
value context

4. Dependence on nature
fora livelihood

Agriculture, ranching or
logging occupations
*Fur pelts, game meatand
crop/domestic animal
production requires
wildlifeharvestand
control
*Selfidentity(especially
for males) tied to nature
dominating and
exploiting occupation or
recreation (e.g., Did you
get your buck?)

Urban industrial or (especially)
post-industrial cultures
Watching television or
WaltDisneyfilms
Reading books
Recreation experiences
(e.g., camping)
Hiking and nature study
Camping, auto-touring
Bird-watching
Biology or science
courses
Romantic, biocentnc,
intrinsic valuesdominate
Nature does not have to
be used or sold to have
value
*These valuesareoften
viewed as impractical and
unrealistic in a
utilitarian value context

Professional,clerical,
manufacturing and other
types of jobs thatoften
do not use natural
resources in raw,
unprocessed condition
Jobs are distant and
indirectly dependent on
using nature or natural
resources
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gence of an urban, postindustrialsociety and the advent of 1993). But such expression of social value is the subject of
the environmentalmovement.
the next section.
The range management profession (the SRM began in
1948) and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) were
The Expression of Rangeland Social Value
establishing themselves in the 1950s and 1960s. Yet their
value systems and cherished symbols (e.g., SRM Trail
Public rangeland managers have been conditioned to
Boss) were firmly rooted in traditional conservation and
rural development values of a passing era. An early BLM respond to values expressed by political and social sysshield of working men, shoulder-to-shoulder and biceps tems. Laws, budgets, Congressional inquiries or visits by
commissioners are political system expressions of
bulging, marching toward a destinythat looks like an oil county
or natural resourcevalues. Friendly or not-friendrangeland
refinery (Figure 2), well illustrates such developmental,conencounters
in a local community, increased recreational
ly
servation era values. Theemergence of a new BLM agency
use,
editorials, or a jack rabbit round-up are prinewspaper
and a range management profession in the 1950s, steeped
in traditional, utilitarian natural resourcevalues, was poised marily social system expressions of rangeland values. Of
for socio-political conflict—forAmerica was then beginning course, these values are rarely expressed solely through
its urban post-industrial stage of socio-economic develop- one system. For example, a state cattlemens' association
ment (Table 1). Many of its citizens offered a formidable (in the social system) may provide input to agency manobtain
challenge to the view that utilitarian and economic values agers and lobby a state legislature (political system),
financial
endorsement
of
local
businesses
(economic
syswere the most legitimate indicator of public forest or rangeland worth. Legislation soon passed to express these new
social values (e.g., Wilderness Act of 1964, National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, or Wild Horse and
Burros ProtectionAct of 1971).
After two decades of incremental agency adaptation to
these new postindustrialsocial values, major philosophical
shifts in basic publicland management have been
announced. Industrial era, output-focused, sustained-yield
has evolved to the sustainable system focus of USDAForest Service (USFS) "ecosystem management"(Kesseler
et al. 1992, Overbay 1992) and Change on the Range
(USDA-FS 1988), or BLM Rangeland Reform '94 (USD1

6)CtS and Qochgrounci
aboo,'

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

1956
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR

Washington 25 D.C.

Fig. 2. Initial USD1-Bureau of Land Management shield (circa mid1950s).

tem), and encourage community members to write legislators (social and political systems) to change state wildlife
policy impactingrangeland utilization.
In as many diverse and intricate ways as energy is
exchanged in complex ecosystems,our postindustrial
American society is expressing increased amounts and
types of rangeland social values (Brunson 1992). In the
1950-60s, public rangeland issues were not that newsworthy (i.e., they did not have deep and widespread social
value). The amount of social value expression was small,
isolated in the West, and normally reservedfor the agricultural sections of local newspapers. Estimating rangeland
values in the 1950s was usually simple, economic value
arithmetic—withsome multiple use "constraint" considerations for wildlife or recreation. Now public rangeland issues
are a common feature of the media on both sides of the
Mississippi, and warrant front-page coverage in national or
state-level newspapers, newscasts, or magazines. They
have spilled out of relatively obscure state and national legislative committeesto open, intensive floor debate—asevidenced by Congressionalgridlock over the FY 1994 Interior
Appropriations bill, that contained Range Reform 94 measures and grazing fee increases. Estimating rangeland values seems to have shifted from simple dollars-and-cents
"arithmetic" to "integral calculus" of many complex, interrelated, and oft-competinguses and values. Economicvalues
today are also only one, and often not the primary indicator,
that expresses public rangeland social value.
More than the number, the different types and sources of
public rangeland social values has expanded enormously.
In the past, rangeland managers had to access a small,
rather homogenousgroup of grazing advisory boards, state
cattlemens' organizations,or local legislators to encounter
most of the rangelandsocial values that the public cared to
express. The number of important rangeland social value
"contacts" (sources of value expression) tended to be
small, well-known, and local. Communication was usually
personal,not public.Today a wide variety of public and private organizations, media, legislators, or individuals are
communicating a diverse spectrum of public rangeland
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social values. Many isolated, local rangeland issues go

public and national over a weekend—at light-speed over
satellite communicationnetworks.
Sometimes it is difficult for us rangeland managers and
users not to react to all these increased amounts and types
of rangeland social values personally—asif they were contrived and orchestrated to make our professionallives more
complex and confusing (Brunson 1992). Ironically, the
increased amount of attention that rangelandsare receiving
is a compliment—that resources we use and manage are
more socio-politically important than is the simple, goodole-days. Since so many new environmental and recreational social values cannot be expressed in dollars-andcents by the economic system, the primary way for publics
to communicate their rangeland values is via social, political and legal channels—communicationchannels that often
are full of static and mixed messages, sometimes are Rrated, and often contact sports.

Changing Social Values and New Public
Rangeland ManagementModels
With the increasing biocentric and environmental social
values of an urban, postindustrial American society, the
image of what good public rangeland should look like and
how it should be managed has changed (Sharpe 1992,
USDA-FS 1988). New scientific insights have also challenged old images of good rangeland use and management. Simple machine-models of rangeland management
are yielding to more complex and interrelated organic-models (see Table 2).
We attempt to capture some of the generalities in these
socio-political changes and contrast them in a 1960s versus 1990s "snapshot" comparisons of good public rangeland management in Table 3. The 1990s column in that
table is not necessarily where public rangeland management is (or should be), but just our estimate of the direction
it is evolving. We will only summarizea few of these trends.

Emergence of Organic-Models of Rangeland
Management
Table 2. Twocontrasting worldviews: machine-modeland organic-model
Machine-Model Perspective
Simple, similarsystems

Organic-Model Perspective
Complex, diverse systems

Isolated and separate systems

Integrated and interrelated
systems

Linear,cause-effect relationships

Multi-faceted, curvilinear, and
cyclical relationships are the
norm — with chaos
wildcard possibilities

dominate

Deductive logic and simple
efficient/optimization models
appropriate

Inductive, integrative logic
andcomplexinclusive
simulation models
appropriate

During America's industrial stage, that occupied first twothirds of this century, machine-mode! thinking dominated
the nation's conception of how to manage its factories,
schools, cities, forests or rangelands. Americans were fascinated, enraptured and proud of the machinesthat revolutionized factories, farms, homes or streets—as well as the
simple, linear machine-modelsthat hummed in our heads.
Such machine-modelthinking was central to more simple,
traditional, conservation era (1900—1969) knowledge and
the management of timber, grazing, or game (outputs) in
sustained-yield,input/output,carrying capacity models.
The evolution of our culture, science, and global experience calls for new, complex, integrated organic-model
thinking to guide the conception and management of our
valuable human, capital, and natural resources (Kennedy
and Quigley 1993). Table 2 contrasts machine versus
organic-models that underlie much of the difference in
1960s versus 1990s rangeland management thinking of
Table 3.

Evolving Values,Images, and Context of Public
RangelandManagement
At the advent of the 1970s environmentalmovement, the
machine-model view that largely dominated public rangeland conservationwas the sea-of-grass image: with healthy

cattle center-stage, accented by fence-road-water

"improvements",that were primarily used and managed by
solitary mythic male heros (ranchers and range-cons).
Table 3 depicts good stewardship in that era associated
with intensive rangeland investment and development.The
social value context was focused on a specific group of
people, in a relatively narrow time and space context—all
within sustained-yielriconstraints,of course.
Caught up in this machine-model drama, USFS or BLM
managers often forgot the original and critical promise of
creating public forest and rangelands in the first place.
Namely, that they would be natural resources "trust fund"
for current and future generations.They would emphasize
broad, multiple, public social values (vs. more focused private value). Public forest and grasslands were to be a
social trust fund alternativeand an insurance annuityto balance the potential excesses and myopia of free enterprise

forest or rangeland management.They were to be a
choice, not an echo to private forest and rangeland management. Yet our images of well managed public forests
and rangelands in the 1960s often had them looking and
functioning similar to the intensively developed and managed private lands on the other side of the fence.
The expanding public forest and rangeland values of
today's society, plus the increased knowledgeof how com-

plex, integrated, and diverse are these ecosystems, have
generatednew images of good natural resource/ecosystem
management. The result has been a more organic-model
view of 1) the social values to be considered, 2) the complex and interrelatedecosystems impacted, 3) the interdisciplinary groups with which we must interact, and 4) the
public and political involvement we must seek in managing
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Table 3. Changing values, images, and context of goodpublic rangelandmanagement:a 1960s vs. 1990s snapshot.

Elements:
Dominant
Paradigms

Good
Rangeland
Looks Like...

Guiding
Management
Models

Contrasting Decades Of:
1960s
Machine-model of simple,
compartmentalized range allotments
Meet current and future needs of individual livestock
operators and ruralcommunities
Single resource planning and management for shorttermgoals—within longterm multiple use constraints
Quest forsuperexotic or native range plants to
dominate a rangeland
Rangelands,especially desert systems, perceived as
having lower values thanagricultural, pasture,
orforest lands
"Sea-of-Grass" Model: ordered, efficient, simplified plant
communities (often monocultures) to increase livestock
production
Intensive fence, waterand access "improvements"to
increase forage production and to illustrate investment
in the land (good stewardship)
Simple, mechanical models
Sustained yield output focus of Iongterm
AUMflows
Compartmentalized rest rotation
Livestock is the focus and the primary
product
Maximize livestock production
Range vegetation inventory and analysis

Dominant Time

Good range condition in terms of
livestock production
Intensive technology to fix resource
problems and maximize outputs
Annual reports and shortterm(e.g.,
5—10 yr) planning
Management results within afew years
Increase profitability ofcurrent range operations
Implement type conversions with lifeexpectancy

of 10—20 yrs

Dominant
Space Dimension

Respected
Rangeland Manager
Role-Modelsand

Administrative orjurisdictional land units
(e.g., allotment ordistricts)
Allotment focus
Local community oriented
Era ofgreat men (both ranchers and range managers)
"Range Boss—tough, individualistic, self-sufficient
heroes and loners

F-Ieroes

Action-oriented, results-focused achievers who get
things dones

Land, Labor
Capital Conditions

Public rangeland per U.S. and global population
more abundant
Abundant public capital for rangeland development
and research
Scarcity of trained range managers

1990s
Organic-models ofcomplex, diverse,
interrelated range ecosystems
Meet current and future needs of awide
spectrum of local and national publics
Integrated resource planning for many social
values, with increased public involvement
Increased respect forcomplex, diverse, and
changing native plant communities
Rangelands valued fordiverse uses and
noncommodity,aswell as commodity, values

A diverse matrix of native plant communities
and habitats forvaried social values

Extensive and subtle development—touchthe
land lightly
Complex, organic models
Ecosystem management focus on health and
sustainability of system itself
More integrated holistic systems
Livestock isa tool (process) to manage and a long term
beneficiary of healthy ecosystems
Balanced livestock integration with multiple use,
sustainability, and other resource values
Integrated landscape inventory and analysis,
utilize remote sensing techniques that include new
and traditional range values
Ecological status and desired future plant
communities formultiple resource values
Sustainable management based on productive capability
of land, with minimal intensive capital investments
Longterm outlook and desired future
conditions (e.g., 10—50 yr)
Decades to achieve desired conditions
Maintain future options for generations ofdiverse groups
Understand presettlement conditions and range of
natural variability in orderto determine possible
futureecosystem options
Focus on ecological landscape units (e.g., hierarchical
landscape units ranging fromglobal to specific sites)
Ecoregion focus
Orientation to region, nation, planet
Professional ethnic and gender diversity
Era of ID-teams, cooperators, partners, and public
involvement
Processes (like cultural or ecosystem diversity) as
important as output achievement
Public rangeland per U.S.and global population more
scarce and developed
Deficit-burdened Congress and society
More abundant and diverse rangeland ecosystem
managers available
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public rangelands. These new values, images, models, and machine-model is yieldingto organic-model perspectives in the
relationships have evolved to become USFS ecosystem man- classroom, on farms and factory floors, on forests and rangeagement (Overbay 1992), and agency programs such as lands. Rangeland or forest site productivity models are
Change on the Range (USFA-FS, 1988) and BLM's expanding to ecosystem management space dimensions, susRange/and Reform '94 (USD1 1993). We must emphasize that tained-yieldis evolving toward sustainable ecosystemmanthis ecosystems management thinking requires that the plan- agement.
A subtle but revolutionary aspect of the sustainable ecosysning and managementof public lands consider current and
future private land conditions. It does not suggest or require tem management paradigm is a shift from a focus on system
that private rartgelands be controlledor regulated. Past public outputsto value and integrity of the system itself. We in the
forest and rangeland planning and management often did not Western-world have generally felt that public or private land
consider private land conditions and trends adequately, and owed us humans abundant and timeless output tithes. Like us
adapt to them. Ecosystemmanagementrequiresthat public work-ethic people, the land was expected to produce—the
land management expand its perspective to estimate current more the better (Passmore 1974, Rolston 1988). The conserand future uses and conditions of al/lands in an ecoregion. vation movement placed this central cultural view in a
Then manage to providepublic land management choices(not longterm, multiple use, sustained-yield context of continuous
echoes) to complement, balance, and diversify the resource flows of goods and servicesfor currentsociety and future genvalues of the ecoregion.
erations (Hays 1959). This was no small shift in thinking or a
simple political accomplishment; and it wasa needed and logical evolution of machine-model thinking to providea continuClosing Comment
ous flow of multiple goods and services for an industrializing
nation and future generations. But this was an output-focused,
Our paper offers two new, broad public rangeland manage- not a process or system focus perspective. We forest and
ment models or perspectives. First, forest or rangeland man- rangeland ecosystem managers must move quickly to
agers do not just manage natural resource stuff (e.g., trees, embrace and implement sustainable ecosystem management
elk, water, cattle, grass), as much as the evolving social values thinking, that incorporatesmore knowledgeand respect for
associated with them. This natural resource social value origihealthy, sustainable ecosystemsthemselvesin an inclusive
nates with people in a cultural context (social system)that has ecoregion context-aswell as the outputs they can bequeath a
changed greatly in the last 100 years—as America evolved society living and reserve for those yet to be born. Otherwise
from a rural agricultural, to an urbanizing industrial, to our cur- rangeland managers will be less and less relevant to the comrent urban post-industrial society.We can, therefore, redefine
plex, interdependentsocial values and needs of an urban,
the basic role of rangeland management as providing longterm
postindustrial American society, our continent, and our planet.
flows of diverse multiple social values(andfuture management
options) from healthy, diverse, sustainable rangeland and
associated ecosystems. In addition, since so many natural
Literature Cited
resource/environmental social values are in conflict, we might
considerour rangeland managers' basic professional role as Brunson, M. 1992. Professional bias, public perspectives, and communication pitfalls for natural resource managers. Rangelands
socio-political conflictmanagement. Obviously, these concepts
14(5):292—295.
make more sense and have more validity for public (vs. pri- Brunson, M. and J.J. Kennedy.1995. In: R.L. Knight and S.F. Bates
(eds.) A new century for natural resources management.Island
vate) land use and management.
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S.P. 1959. Conservation and the gospel ot efficiency. Harvard
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University Press, Cambridge, Mass. l97pp.
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ically-based professions. Yes it does, but we share more with
Management: Principlesand Application. Pacific NW Forest and
these disciplines than our natural resource management proRange Research Station, Portland, Ore. (pp 19—30).
fessions have been able to recognizeand embrace—and that Kessler, W.B., H. Salwasser,C.W. Cartwright Jr., and J.A. Caplan.
1992. New perspectives for sustainable natural resources managemay have been to our professional detriment and that of the
ment. Ecological Applications 2:223—225.
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J.C. 1992. Ecosystem management. Paper at national workOverbay,
and always have been human and rangeland relationship
shop on taking an ecological approach to management. (Reprint
available fromUSDA-Forest Service, Washington D.C.)8pp.
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Sons,NewYork.213pp.
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The Emergency Feed Program
Jerry L. Holechek and Karl Hess, Jr.

Agricultural subsidies have been a major concern to tax
payers in the United States since the early 1980's (Knutson
et al. 1990, Schiller 1991). In the 1980's they cost tax payers over $250 billion and are continuing at a rate of $15—25
billion per year (Schiller 1991). Part of the 1994 Republican
congressional majority "Contract with America" agenda
involvescutting the national deficit. As a way to help reduce
the federal deficit, reductions in agricultural subsidies are
being discussed by both the Democratic and Republican
parties.
The primary federal subsidy available to ranchers on
rangelandsthroughout the United States is the "Emergency

Feed Program" administered by the United States

Department of Agriculture Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (USDA-ASCS).This agency is now
part of the Consolidated Farm Services Agency (CFSA).
This subsidy reimburses ranchers on both private and public lands for 50 percent of the cost of additional feed needed to sustain their animals during drought and other disasters.

Although it involves millions of dollars and is widely used
by western ranchers on both private and public rangelands,
the effects of "The Emergency Feed Program" on financial
outcomes of decisions regarding stocking rate, seeding,
brush control, grazing systems, etc., have seldom been
consideredby range economists.

The EmergencyFeed Program
Since 1988 roughly 1 billion dollars in cash payments
have been paid to livestock producers in the United States
under the USDA-ASCS Emergency Feed Program (Table
1). On average about 43,000 producers have received
$3,900 per year in cash payments (1988—1993 period).
However during the Great Plains drought in 1988—89 as
high as 152,446 producers received $519,106,000 for an
average of $3,405 per producer.
Data in Table 2 shows that great variation exists among
states and regions in average emergency feed payments
per rancher. Ranchersin the western states have generally
received higher emergency feed payments than those in
the Great Plains but there are exceptions such as Arizona
Authors are with the Departmentof Animal and Range Sciences, New
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003; and the Cato
Institute, 1000 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 200015403.
This paper was supported by the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment
Station, Las Cruces, and was part ofproject 1-5-27417.

and South Dakota.
The Emergency Feed Program originated in the late
1960's as a way to help farmers and ranchers cope with
drought and at the same time reduce supplies of grains
held by the USDA caused by over production under other

farm programs. During periods such as 1980 and
1988—1 993

when USDA held stocks of feed grains were
low, a policy of cashpayments was implemented(Table 1).
In order for ranchers to qualify for the Emergency Feed
Program they must report a 40% reduction in forage production on their lands to their local USDA-ASCS office in
counties declared eligible for emergency feed relief due to
drought or some otherdisaster. This subsidy is available to
ranchers but there are provisions that permit random
checks by USDA-ASCS personnel. However, in some
cases USDA-ASCS personnel appear to lack the qualifications for an accurate appraisal of forage conditions. About
10% of the applicants of the program are checked each
year. County qualificationfor the Emergency Feed Program
is based on recommendations of the local USDA-ASCS
boards which are comprised of local farmers and ranchers.
The length of rancher eligibility for the program ends when
Table 1. Total value ($1,000) of non-cash (feed) and cash payments to ranchers in the United States from the USDA-ASCS
EmergencyFeed Program in the 1980—1993period1.
Totalvalue

($1,000) of
all emergency
payments
Year2
feed assistance
($1,000)
1980
0
+328,504
+328,504
1981
0
+16,051
+16,051
1982
0
-134
-134
1983
0
-43
-43
1984
0
+175
÷175
1985
+962
+34
+996
1986
+85488
+312
+85,800
1987
+40,865
+30,962
+71,824
1988
+527
+525,799
+526,326
1989
-88
+153,484
+153,396
1990
0
+102,155
+102,155
1991
-9
+88,159
+88,150
1992
0
+55,384
+55,384
1993
0
+95,171
+95,000
1Source of information: Richard Pazdalski, Budget Division, usDA-Ascs,
Washington, D.C.(phone: 202-720-5148).
2Data normally reported for fiscal year (Oct 1—Sept. 30) but we havereformatted
data to calendar year basis to make it compatible with annualclimatic condi-

Total non-cash

Totalcash

(feed) assistance
($1 000)

tions.
3Negative values in 1982 and 1983are due to Emergency Feed funds held by
local uSDA-ASCsdistricts but returnedto federal government due to lack of
declared drought conditions.
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Table 2. Average cash ($1,000) emergency feed payments, average number of ranchers receiving payments and average payment per rancher per year In the 1988—1992period in the western and Great Plains states12.
Average number
of ranchers/year
receiving payments

Average cash
Average cash
payments ($1,000)
payment
per state/year
s/rancher/year

Western States
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
NewMexico
Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming
Total
Average

200
1,390
240
480
1,800
160
1,400
350
1,100
90

_14Q
7,950
723

294

8661
1,191
3,351
13,551
2,973
3,980
4,255
3,111
493
2.316
44,178
4,016

1,470
6,195
4,963
6,981
7,528
18,581
2,842
12,157
2,828
5,487
3.132
_____

qualify for the program in only the worst of drought years.
Since 1988 requirements to qualify for the program have
been relaxed. In most cases ranchers now have access to
the program in all years except those with above average
precipitation. Reports by agricultural economists at New
Mexico State University and USDA-ASCS data show parts
of southeasternNew Mexico have qualified for the program
in 6 of the last 6 years although severe drought occurred in
only 2 of these years. Other parts of New Mexico have
qualified for the program for 4 of the last 6 years but severe
drought occurred in only one of these years. Major portions
of southeasternOregon have qualified for the program in 4
of the past 6 years although severe drought occurred in
only 2 of these years. These data indicate the program has
become more of an annual entitlement than a means of
helping ranchers deal with seldom occurring catastrophic
disaster.

5,555

Emergency Feed and Sustainable Grazing

Great Plains States
Kansas
Nebraska
NorthDakota
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Texas
Total
Average

520
580
980
2,620
1,280

2,231
1,302
5,481
2,834
5,837
3,022

13,890

1,160
755
5,371
7,426
7,471
23.901
46,084

2,310

7,681

3,325

1Data corresponds to calendar rather thanfiscalyears.
2Source of Information:Richard Pazdalski, Budget Division, USDA-ASCS,
Washington D.C. (phone: 202-720-5148).

the local board decides that feeding is no longer needed
because of resumption of forage growth due to adequate
precipitation.
We found it difficult to get an exact handle on the degree
of rancher participation in "The Emergency Feed Program"
because of the wide variation in its use among areas and
the problem of what actually constitutes an eligible rancher.
Our interviews with USDA-ASCSpersonnel in 1994 indicated as high as 80—90% participation of those ranchers with
over 150 animal units in some counties while in others it
appears to be around 50 to 60%.
An aspect of the Emergency Feed Program that merits
consideration is that it is administered unevenly among
states, counties, and ranchers. Ranchersapproved for the
program in Oregon have received much higher payments
on average than those in New Mexico (Table 2). However
on average the percentage of applicants actually approved
and paid this subsidy is much higher in New Mexico (90%)
than Oregon (65%).
Because the Emergency Feed Program removes part of
the financial risk associated with drought, it gives ranchers
a financial incentive to stock their ranges for high precipitation years instead of average or below average years. This
situation would not be so bad if range management requirements were attached to the program and counties could

Perhaps the biggest drawback to the Emergency Feed
Program is that it appears to make non-sustainablegrazing
profitable. Economic analyses from shortgrass range in
New Mexico show that moderate grazing gave higher long
term profits (10—20 years) than heavy grazing without the
emergency feed subsidy (Holechek 1994). However with
the emergency feed subsidy heavy grazing was actually
more profitableover a 10 year period (Table 3). Stocking at
25% above the moderate sustainable level would be finan-

cially effective for cow-calf operations that used the
EmergencyFeed Programas it is presently administered.

The Emergency Feed Program does affect the status of
federal rangelands. Feed shortages on federal lands are
considered equally with private lands when payments to
ranchers are calculated. Emergency feed is not supposed
to be fed to livestock on federal lands. Therefore livestock
are supposed to be moved to private land for actual feeding. However this is not always done based on our interviews with range conservationists.
An interestingaspect of the Emergency Feed Program is
that stockmen who have been some of the heaviest recipiTable 3. Total 10 year accumulated financial value (1981-1991)
from heavy and moderate continuous grazing on shortgrass
range In the central mountains of New Mexico with and without
the USDA-ASCS Emergency Feed Program(Based on Holechek
1994).

Management option
Sell cattle in drought
Feed cattle in drought without
Emergency Feed Program
Feed cattle in drought with
Emergency Feed Program

Moderate
continuous
grazing
$483,512

Heavy
continuous
grazing
$443,068

$483,512

$477,320

$497,262

$554,640
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ents of federally-funded range reclamation programs also
receive some of the highest emergency feed payments. In
the Bureau of Land Management's Vale grazing district
(southeastern Oregon), qualifying ranchers have averaged
about $1 1,000 in cash payments over the past six years.
Several of these ranchers received payments of over
$25,000 with some as high as $50,000 a piece in 1994.
Many of these same ranchers were bailed out at a federal
cost of about $304000a piece (in 1992 dollars) by the Vale
Rehabilitation Program initiated in 1963 to reverse 80 years
of destructive grazing (Holechek and Hess 1994). The
same problem of inadequate forage resources relative to
livestock numbers that existed priorto the Vale Rangeland
Rehabilitationprogram in 1963 apparently still exists.
Emergency Feed Programand ConsumerPrices
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World Trade Problems
Subsidizedoversupply of goods often causes world trade
conflicts (Knutson et al. 1990). Dumping of surplus agricultural commodities (beef) at prices below production costs
by the USA and the European countries has caused economic harm to developing countries who depend on export
of agricultural products to service their debt and generate
foreign currencies to purchase complex goods. Dumping
denies developing countries their legitimate market share
and creates a disincentive for them to expand production
even through their producers have a genuine comparative
advantage.
Emergency Feed and TechnologyApplication

An unrecognized problem with the Emergency Feed
Program and, for that matter, with subsidized range reclamation programs is that they cause distortions in development and applicationof scientific technology. Supplemental
feeding practices by ranchers in New Mexico provide an
example of failure of technological application due to government subsidies. Budgets by agricultural economists at
New Mexico State Universityshow ranchersthroughoutthe
state sustain average supplemental costs over twice what
they should be under use of the best technology ($45—50
versus $15—20 per animal unit) (see Wallace 1987,
Holechek 1992,Torell and Word 1991a,b).
et
al.
Therefore
it
is
doubtful
the
Further, the type of supplemental feeds and timing of
(Knutson
1990).
their
use by ranchers vary considerably from what is indiFeed
has
benefit
to
consumers
Emergency
Program
any
cated by research. Our interviews with ranchers and
and its a liability to those who are tax payers.
USDA-ASCS personnel indicate the Emergency Feed
Program is at least partially responsiblefor this inconsistenEmergency Feed and Rancher Profit Margins
cy. By encouraging non-sustainablestocking rates, and by
greatly reducing the cost of supplemental feeding, the
The Emergency Feed Program contributes to an excesEmergency Feed Program has to a large extent undersive supply of meat relative to what would occur under mar- mined the useof the most efficient
supplementalfeed pracket forces without the subsidy. Because beef demand is tices.
somewhat inelastic (Workman et al. 1972), the Emergency
Feed Program depresses profit margins disproportionately
to the added supply (increased cattle numbers), (Knutson
Implications
et al. 1990). Depressed profit margins generally have more
The Emergency Feed Program administered by the
adverse impact on smaller and medium sized operators
than larger ones (Knutson et al. 1990). This is because USDA-ASCS on average has cost tax payers about 170
larger operators have more opportunitiesto cut costs million dollars per year since 1988. Although the original
through economy of scale. Ranch budgets by agricultural intent of the programwas to provide low cost feed to rancheconomists at New Mexico State University confirm that ers during years where severe drought prevails, it has
size of emergency feed payments do increase with size of turned into a cash entitlement. It has adverse impacts on
operation (Torell and Word 1991a,b). However on a pay- domestic livestock prices, encourages non-sustainable
ment per animal unit basis, there is little difference among grazing, distorts world meat markets, causes greater rancher dependency on governmentpolicies, is costly to taxpaylarge, medium, and small sized operations.
Some ranchers are aware of the Emergency Feed ers, and is of doubtful benefit to consumers due to quotas
Program but refuse to use it because they want to avoid on beef imports. It is our opinion that the Emergency Feed
government dependency. Unfortunately it serves to punish Program explains to a large degree why non-sustainable
them because of the depressed livestock prices that result (heavy) grazing continuesto be a major rangeland problem
in the USA even though numerous reports show it to be
from the increased meat supplies caused by the program.
financially unsound (see reviews by Vallentine 1990 and

Probably the strongest argument that can be made for
the Emergency Feed Program is that it should lower beef
prices for the consumer and minimize beef price fluctuations. If there was a scarcity of beef on world markets this
benefit might be creditable. However in recent years world
beef supplies have rapidly increased lowering world and
domestic prices (USDA 1993).
Because the lower grades of beef are being produced at
lower cost in other countries such as Australia and
Argentina, the United States imposes quotas that keep
domestic beef prices above those on the world market
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more reasonablesubsidization policies, we believe the long Schilier, B. 1991. The Economy Today. Fifth Edition. McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
NewYork.
term welfare of ranchers will best be served by allowing
L.A. and W. Word. 1991a. Range livestock cost and return estiTorell,
market forces to function freely without government intrumates for NewMexico, 1989. New Mexico Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Rept.
sion.
656.
Torch, L.A. and W. Word. 1991b. Range livestock cost and return estimates for NewMexico, 1990. New Mexico Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Rept.
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Viewpoint: Molding a Contemporary Image of
Rangelands and Rangeland Professionals
Bertha C. Gillam
In less than five years we will usher in, not only the 21st
century, but a new millennium as well. The dramatic forces
of change and reinventinggovernmentare just beginning to
affect the way the Federal governmentand specifically how
the Forest Service is structured and functions.
Some think that we will be restructured, reinvented,
reengineered, flattened-out,downsized, and delayered
overnight. Therefore, having a state of mind that is flexible
and innovative is a necessary offensive weapon for anyone
in this changing work environment (Creativity Fringes,
December 1994).
As we approach these historical milestones, we must ask
ourselves whether we are adequately preparedto meet the
complex challenges ahead. Is rangeland management in
the traditional sense rapidly becoming a non-profession?
Are we willing to make quantum changes and commitments
so we can benefit from quality careers, and our Nation can
benefit from quality rangeland professionals?
Peter Drucker has said and I concur, 'The relevant question is not what shall we do tomorrow, but what shall we do
today to prepare for tomorrow."
We all know change is not only a factof life, but the very
essence of life. Change is the reality for organisms and
ecosystems; either they adapt to environmentalchange, or
travel the route to extinction. Thesame adaptation principle
Authors Note: This was a talk presented at the Professional

Issues/Women'sBreakfast at the 48th Annual Meeting of the Society for
Range Managementheld at Phoenix,Ariz., January 17, 1995.
Bertha C. Gillam is Director of Rangeland Management for the USDA
Forest Service in the Nationalheadquartersin Washington,D.C.

is true for the "living" systems of human origin; such as cor-

porations, universities, agencies, and professional societies, including the Society for Range Management, that
are concerned with managementof lands and natural
resources. To remain relevant and viable, institutions must
adapt to the changing environment. For rangeland professionals to remain relevant and viable, I believe their skills
and expertise must be understood,valued and relevant.
"Molding a Contemporary Image of Rangelands and
Rangeland Professionals"is the theme for this Professional
Issues/Women'sBreakfastthis morning, and a very appropriate one at that! As Director of Rangeland Management
for the USDA Forest Service, I am very much aware of the
challenges that face rangeland professionals, and I have
some thoughts on the changes we could make to remain
"viable".

My remarks are intentionallyaimed to make us think
about how rangeland professionalscan and should change
over the next decade or so.
My remarks are divided into three areas. First, I will take
a quick look at the history of our profession. Next, I will
review some of the major factors that shape the nature of
natural resources and management challenges we must
successfully confront. Finally, I will advance some proposals for youto consider.
Now, let's take a quick retrospective look, using my
agency, the Forest Service, as an example.
The foundations of the Forest Service were laid by scientists, naturalists, politicians and impassioned poets. One
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faction alone did not persuade the American people to
support the new concept of National Forests...and it will not
today. Gifford Pinchot and other founders envisioned the
Forest Service as a beacon of excellence in land management, research, and assistance to others. One hundred and
three years later, we are in a different world, a faster moving, more complex world that simply defies any "quick
fixes".

There's a quote inscribed on the wall of the National
Archives in Washington, D.C. that reads"
"The heritage of the pastis the seed that brings forth
the harvest of the future."
I believe this quote applies to rangeland ecology and policies which have evolved in a circular manner, and taken us
back to our "rangelandecosystem roots". Early range management was concerned with the health and productivityof
complex systems and range policy contained some of the
earliest approaches, such as plant composition and vigor,
soil as a life support system, and ecological relationshipsof
native and domestic animals (Kessler 1993).
About eight years ago, before the Forest Service made
the transition to ecosystem management, the rangeland
professionals began to emphasize sustaining ecosystem
health and productivity through an initiative, many of you
know as "Change on the Range".
However, the agency continued to operate under the old
paradigm by dealing with specific resource issues/problems
as they came up by fitting them into the various functional
resource area pigeonholes. Timber managers dealt with
forest health of diseased trees and wildlife managers dealt
with declining animal populations, etc. Each group of staff
specialiststried to mitigate problemsfrom their own particular disciplinary perspective, rather than looking at the natural resource relationshipsin an integrated way.
Complex ecological, social, and economic questions
involving rangelands got buried in the debates about livestock grazing on public lands. What was needed was an
approach to bring the disciplines together to solve complex
ecosystem problems, such as the role of fire, insects and
disease, drought cycles, and herbivory. Managing rangeland ecosystems requires a comprehensiveapproach
where land managers, livestock producers, educators, scientists, and interested citizens work together toward common goals (USDA Forest Service 1994).
So, with this rich history in taking an ecological approach
to management,you would thinkthat rangelandprofessionals would be a high commodity as the federal government,
and many state and local governments, and communities,
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answers,just a few suggestions.

Effectiveness—TheMeasure of Success
We are going to be judged on results, and in the end, our
measure of successwill be in how effective we were in taking care of the rangeland resources. I propose that effectiveness must become the "hallmark" or focus of the rangeland managementprofessionals.
I want to talk about four basic considerations in enhancing effectivenessand put forth one challenge.

Ecosystems—EnhancingUnderstanding
More than ever before, contemporaryrangeland management requires knowledge and an understanding of how
ecosystemswork and respond to both the cumulative, and
long-term effects of management. It includes knowledge
about people's values and relationships of land and
resource management to livelihoods and quality of life.
People are an integral partof all managed ecosystems,and
people's needs must be carefully examined and accommodated if there is to be any consensusabout how our rangelands are to be managed. It includes improving the effectiveness of rangeland professionals to obtain from rangeland resouces the products and benefits necessary for
human welfare.
I believe the rangeland professionalspossess the critical
skills that prepare them to function in this system approach;
however, we should always be in the process of education
for ourselvesand for others.

Continuing Education—StayingSharp

Rangelandprofessionalsmust always continueto learn to
"stay sharp" to be effective. Universitydiplomas are merely
a ticket to board, a license to learn, a platform on which
learning, new skills, and experience can be structured and
from which wisdom can emerge (Cutler 1982). SAM must
promote and support professional developmentof its members for the professionto remain viable. The need for training and new and better skills never ends and is critical
today. "Leadershipand learning are indispensableto each
other" stated John F. Kennedy in 1963.

Integration—WorkingTogether for Common Goals
To be effective in the future, rangeland professionals
must find new ways to cross over barriers and integratethe

various disciplines,while retaining our functional expertise.
We need to become integrators and learn how to "market"
our skills and expertise.
And to stimulate your thinking even more, I believe for
make the shift to an ecological approach to natural
resource management. Right? Actually the numbers of SRM to be effective in the future, they must also find ways
more closely coordinate (be interangeland professionalshave gone down and many in the to cross over barriersand
with
other
societies, for example, the
professional
Forest Service are concerned that rangeland management grated)
and Wildlife Societyto
of
American
Foresters
(SAF)
Society
may become a non-profession. I believe we have some mention two.
members
are actively
a
few
SRM
Only
work to do.
involved
with
the
SAF
Range Ecology Working Group.
What kinds of things canthe rangeland professionalsand
Rangeland management and research must become a
the Society for Range Management (SRM) do together to
blend of basic ecology, sociology, economics, and related
influence our viability and success? I don't have all the
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technologies.Other disciplines, such as conservation biology, landscape ecology, and restoration ecology are turning
their focus to rangelands and have much to contribute to
the type of management needed to move beyondthe realities of the 1990's into the 21st century and rangeland professionals should aggressively elicit the contributions and
involvement of these disciplines.We must continueto elicit
the contributions and involvement of livestock producers
and other citizens interested in working toward common

In Summary:

We are proud of our past, our history, and our culture. As
stated in the beginning,the dramatic forces of change are
upon us. For rangeland professionals and the SAM to be
successful, we need to effectively influencethose changes.
It is pointless to look around for others to lead—theyaren't
there. For better or worse, we're it!! Whether we recognize
it or not, we are "agents of change" in how humans treat,
consider, and usenatural resources.
goals.
I believe we, as rangeland professionals,will be successRangeland professionalsshould also retain strong, active ful on into the 21st century and the new millennium. We
voices in SAM.
can mold a new contemporary image. I hope we will work
together to accomplishthese goals.
Achieving Results—Empower, Support, and Reward
I

Professionals
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Rangeland professionalsmust be confident that SRM will
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Now the challenge!

NewParadigm—ContemporaryImage
The kind of changes needed for the rangeland profes-

sional to remain relevant and viable requires leadership
and a new paradigm. We must be proactive in determining
our success in the future.
I suggest that, together, the SRM, agencies, universities,
livestock industry, and various organizations should come
together to:
• define our profession,and
• mold the "contemporary image" of the rangelands and
rangeland professionals.
A new paradigmwould be one that does not diminish the
importance of products and services, but treats the land
uses in the larger context of sustaining healthy, productive
rangeland ecosystems. I believe that commodities, including forage for livestock grazing, will play an important part
in the future, as theyhave in the past.
It's never easy embracing a new paradigm and delving

into the unknown. Interesting, yes. But never easy.
However, to try to put the future in perspective, I want to
quote the last verse from the poem, 'Hazards on the Trail",
written by an "impassioned cowboy poet" we all know and

admire, Stan Tixier.
"The moral of the story,
Is neither sad or gory,
Is simply that—it can be clearly shown,
There's nothin' halfas scary,
Or more gol-darnedcontrary,
Than fears you have of that which is unknown."
I agree with the "cowboy poet" and expect there will be
many "hazards along the trait", but I also believe the future
is ripe with opportunities for rangeland professionals to be
effective, successful, and viable.

USDAForest Service EasternRegion. 1994. Creativity Fringes. 5 p.
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Current Literature
This section has the objective of alerting SRM members
and other readers of Rangelands of the availability of new,
useful literature being published on applied range management. Readers are requested to suggest literature items—
and preferably also contribute single copies for review—for
including in this section in subsequent issues. Personal
copies should be requested from the respective publisher
or senior author (address shown in parenthesis for each
citation).
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Simons, Utah rancher.
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Room, N. Dak. State Univ., Fargo, N. Dak. 58105)
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by David F. Lile and Melvin R. George; 1993; J. Prod. Agric.
6(1):86-90.(Agron. & Range Sci. Dept., Univ. Calif., Davis, Calif.
95616)

Primary Color Discrimination by Holstein Helfers; by C.W.

Arave, P.H. Stewart, A.L.T. Hansen, and J.L. Waiters; 1993;
Amer. Soc. Anim. Sci., West. Sect. Proc. 44:113-116. (Utah
Agric. Expt., Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah 84322) Some color
discernmentwasdemonstrated.

Diet Quality and Ruminal Digestion In Beef Cattle Grazing
Midgrass Prairie Rangeland or PlaIns Bluestem Pasture Proceedings: Wildlife Shrub and Arid Land Restoration
Throughout the Summer; by Stacey A. Gunter, F. Ted
Symposium;by Bruce A. Roundy, E. Durant McArthur,Jennifer
McCollum Ill, Robert L. Gillen, and Les J. Krysl; 1995; J. Anim.
S. Haley, and David K. Mann (Comp.); 1995; USDA, For. Serv.
Sci. 73(4):1174—1186. (Address: Maine Coop. Ext., 5735
Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-GTR-315; 384 p. (USDA, lntermtn. Res.
Hitchner
Univ.
Me.
Hall,

Maine, Orono,

04496-5735)

Effects of FescueToxicosis on Beef Cattle Productivity; by

Sta., 324 25th St., Ogden, Utah 84401) Proceedingsof a symposium held Oct. 19—21, 1993, at Las Vegas, Nev.

John Paterson, Chris Forcherlo, Brian Larson, Melanie Samford,
and Monty Kerley; 1995; J. Anim. Sd. 73(3):689—898.) Dept.
Anim. & Range Sd., Mon. State Univ., Bozeman, Mon. 59717)

Production and Marketing of Native Grass Seed; by Dorthy
Murrell, Phil Curry, Gary Kruger, and Gordon Pearse; 1995;

Endogenous Toxins and Mycotoxins In Forage Grassesand
Their Effects on Livestock; by P.R. Cheeke; 1995; J. Anim.
Sci. 73(3):909-918. (Dept. Anim. Sci., Oregon State Univ.,

Reproductive Responses and CalfBirth and Weaning Weights

Corvallis,Ore. 97331-6702)

ForageQuality Responses of C3 and C4 Perennial Grassesto
Shade; by Kevin D. Kephart and Dwayne R. Buxton; 1993; Crop
Sci. 33(4):831 -837: (Plant Sci. Dept., S. Dak. State Univ.,
Brookings, S. Dak. 57007)

Heresy on the Range; by Jane Koerner (Ed.); 1995; Utah State
Univ. Mag 1(2):20-26. (Info. News Services, Utah State Univ.,
Logan, Utah 84322-0500) Range techniques applied by Gregg
Compiled by John F. Vallentine, Emeritus Professorof Range Science,

Brigham YoungUniversity, Provo, Utah84602.

Sask. Agric. & Food, Regina, Sask. (Publications Office, Sask.
Agric. & Food, Walter Scott Bldg., Regina,Sask. S4S OB1)

as affected by Body Condition at Parturitlon and

Postpartum WeightGain in PrimlparousBeef Cattle; by J.C.
Spitzer, D.G. Morrison, R.P. Wettemann, and L.C. Faulkner;
1995; J. Anim. Sci. 73(5):1251 -1257. (Anim., Dairy, and Vet. Sd.
Dept., Clemson Univ., Clemson,S. Car. 29634)

Resource Overlap Between Mountain Goats and Bighorn
Sheep;by John W. Laundre; 1994; Great Basin Nat. 54(2):114121. (Dept. Biol. Sci., Idaho State Univ., Pocatello, Ida. 83209)
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Restoring Strawberry, The Pure Valley; by John Frandsen;
1995; USDA, For. Serv., Heber City, Utah; 34 p. (Heber Ranger

Dist., U.S. For. Serv., P.O. Box 190, Heber City, Utah 84032) An
administrative report on five years of mitigation and enhancement in the StrawberryValley of central Utah.

Row Spacing and Nitrogen: Effect on Alfalfa-Bermudagrass
Yield and Botanical Composition; by William C. Stringer,
Ahmad Khalilian, Daniel J. Undersander,Gregory S. Stapleton,
and William C. Bridges, Jr.; 1994; Agron. J. 86(1):72-76. (Dept.
Agron. & Soils, Poole Agric. Center, Box 340359, Clemson, S.
Car. 29634-0359)

Sixty Years of Change in Tree Numbers and Basal Area in
Central Utah Aspen Stands; by Walter F. Mueggler, 1994;
USDA, For. Serv. Res. Paper INT-RP-478; 11 p. (USDA,
lntermtn. Res. Sta., 324 25th St., Ogden, Utah 84401)

Spatial Distributionsof Grass and Shrub Root Systems in the
Shortgrass Steppe; by C.A. Lee and W.K. Lauenroth; 1994;
Amer. Midi. Nat. 132 (1):117-123. (Dept. Rangeland Ecosystem
Sci., Cob. State Univ., Fort Collins, Cob. 80523)
SummerHome Range and Habitat Selection by White-Tailed Deer
in the Swan Valley, Montana; by Rosemary H. Leach and Daniel
Edge; 1994; Northwest Sd. 68(1):31—36. (Mon. Coop. Wild. Res.
Unit, Univ. Mon., Missoula, Mon. 59812)

SupplementalFeeding of Range Ewes During the Prenatal Period
and Lamb Mortality and Growth Rate; by Peter J. Burfening and
Rodney W. Kott; 1993; Sheep Res. J. 9(1):24-27. (Dept. Anim. and
Range Sci., Mon.StateUniv, Bozeman, Mon. 59717)
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Winning Teams,1995 Annual Meeting
Range Plant Identification
Winners

1st Place: (L-R) "Antonio Narro" Juan Jose Eduardo, Paula Figueroa

Hernandez, Juan

Antonio Encino, Carlos Fuantos Carro, Guillermo Lopez Guilleu, Teresa Resendiz
Montoya, Ernesto Arevalo Navarro, Ricardo Vasquez-Aldope (coach).

2nd PLace: (L-R) Chapingo" First Row—M.C. Anton/a Gonzalaz (Coach), Nazario Aquilar
Adan Villa, Benito Morales, Car/os E. Hernandez, Galley Estrada, S/cl. Berfa Rodriguez
(Coach). Back Row—Jose Lu/s Luna P., Mauro Bravo E., Ing. Jorge L. Castrellon (Coach),

1st Place:

Car/os Fuantos (Antonio
Narro) presented by David Fischbach.

2nd Place: Juan Antonio E.
Narro) presented

bach.

(Antonio

by David Fisch-

GilbertoMontero, Juan C. Garcia, Lino de Ia Cruz.

3rd Place: (L-R) university ofAlberta" Chris Bayduza, CamLane, CandyShkrobot, Angela
Bogen, AndiLines, Lisa Palmer, SelenaCole, (David Fischbach).

3rd Place: Benito Morales M.,
(Chap/ngo) presented by David
Fischbach.
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Undergraduate Range Management
Exam Winners

of Alberta, (L-R), Chris Bayduza, Cam Lane, CandyShkrobot, Lisa
Palmer, Angela Bogan, Andi Lines, Selena Cole, (David Fischbach).

1St Place: University

2nd Place:

Colorado StateUniversity, (R-L), Brian Walker, RyanMiller, Katie Fleming, Bruce
Kirckbaum, Joshua Voorhis, Ed Winters, Travis Bargsten.

3rd Place:

South Dakota StateUniversity, (L-R), Gary Deering, Kirk Anderson, Art Reichert,
Lance Frei, TammyHumble, Dudley Reichert, Kindra Beitelspacher, Kent Baumberger,
(DavidFischbach).

1st Place: (University of Alberta),
Candy Shkrobot, presented by
DavidFischbach.

2nd Place: (University of Alberta),
Lisa Palmerpresentedby David
Fischbach.

3rd Place: (University ofAlberta), Chris
Bayduza presented by David
Fischbach.
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Student DisplayContest
Winners

High SchoolYouth
Forum Winners

1St Place: University ofIdaho, ChadKrogstad, presentedby DavidFischbach.

1St Place: JennyMeyer(Arizona) presentedbyDavidFischbach.

2nd Place: Utah State University, Rebecca Jeppesen,
presentedbyDavidFischbach.

Louise Sainsbury, Suzanne Mayne,

3rd Place: Oregon State University, TomDemianen, presented byDavidFischbach.

2nd Place: Jennifer Davis presented

byDavidFischbach.

3rd Place: Anne Wigley presentedby
DavidFischbach.
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Graduate Public Speaking

Public Speaking

Undergraduate Winners

1st Place: Lynn Schneider, (Texas
A&M University) presentedby David
Fischbach.

1st Place: Jon C. Boren, PH.D.

1St Place: DavidGay, M.S. Graduate

Public Speaking Contest presented
by DavidFischbach.

Graduate Public Speaking presented
by DavidFischbach.

Congratulations to all the Winners at
the 1995 Anuual Meeting in Phoenix,
Arizona.

2nd Place:

Brenda Younkin (University

of Nebraska) presentedby David
Fischbach.
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Native

Grass Drill
ACCURATELY PLANTS
ALL TYPES OF SEED

•• Fluffly native
• Tiny
Mediumsized wheat

grasses

legumes

3rd Place: Kristen Miller presentedby
DavidFischbach.
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